History and Future of Dative Bonds.
Dative Bond (IUPAC): "The coordination bond formed upon interaction between molecular species, one of which serves as a donor and the other as an acceptor of the electron pair to be shared in the complex formed… The distinctive feature of dative bonds is that their minimum-energy rupture in the gas phase or in inert solvent follows the heterolytic bond cleavage path." This definition encompasses an immense number of molecules such as Lewis adducts, transition-metal complexes, supposedly hypervalent or hypovalent systems, and many molecules with multifaceted Lewis structures. Still, there is a large reticence to include dative bonds in the regular depiction of molecules, and even a larger unawareness of the dative bond arrow in many chemical circles. Herein we will discuss in simple chemical terms the past, present and future of such bonds. In addition, we will try to provide cleaner options to represent intricate molecules without sacrificing physical accuracy.